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Abstract
Where the globe is coping with an outbreak, China is attempting to urge management the border regions
.In this pandemic scenario, China has attacked Arunachal Pradesh border space, increase it’s readying. With the
support of Asian nation, China is getting in Associate in Nursing open war with China, With China
management over the South China ocean most countries have stood against China and are supporting Asian
nation in its fight against China, US is providing huge support to the Asian nation .Starting from Sit sang, to the
North East states of Arunachal Pradesh, Sikkim to Himachal Pradesh, China is attempting to enter the Asian
nation region. Dokhlam crisis Pangong Lake and Galwan natural depression has been the foremost space of
tension at the moment .On the opposite each China and Asian nation are a part of several International forums
like G20 ,SCO and BRICS .Over the years China has blocked India’s position at major places like at UN ,
obstruction India’s bid for permanent member in UNSC .India has even reduced it trade relation with China ,
Asian nation was the country that has most imports from China and is trying forward to affix hands with
different countries to count China
Keywords: Asian nation, China, border, control, Galwan natural depression, Pangong Lake, Dokhlam crisis,

Pakistan, UN
Introduction
India became Associate in Nursing freelance
nation within the year 1947 and China took over as a

Communist state in 1949, Asian nation was among
the primary non-communist countries to acknowledge
China and promoted China’s illustration within the
international organisation. In 1950, Asian nation
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became the primary non-socialist coalition country to
determine diplomatic relations with the People’s
republic of China .Both the countries started their
relation on a really cordial note with Panchsheel
accord. The 5 Principles of Peaceful beingness, noninterference in others internal affairs and respect for
every other’s territorial unity integrity and
sovereignty. Prime Minister Nehru in American
gentian gave a speech and expressed that five
yardstick that may guide the link of Asian nation and
China, the five principles were Respect for territorial
integrity, mutual non-aggression, mutual noninterference in domestic affairs, equality and mutual
advantages and peaceful beingness. Both the countries
have a positive trade relation, bilateral trade relations
between Asian nation and China accounted to dollar
eighty four.4 billion for the year 2017-18. India has
emerged because the seventh largest export
destination for Chinese product and twenty fourth
largest bourgeois to china. Both the countries are
members of BRICS that has currently established the
New Development Bank, Asian nation is that the
founding member of the China-Backed Asian
infrastructure Bank. China additionally welcome
India’s full membership of Shanghai Cooperation
Organization on nine Gregorian calendar month ,
2017, each the countries have advocated group action
of international establishments like United Nations
agency, IMF etc. the primary forum of Asian nation –
China Drug Regulation was control in Shanghai,
China in 2019, the most focus of this forum was to
boost cooperation within the prescribed drugs sector
with attention on exports of Indian medicines to
China. China is keen to strength ties with Asian
nation within the field of prescribed drugs sector. ten
pillars of cooperation to boost cultural individuals and
other people and folks to people exchange was
determined by each the countries in 2018 which
includes cultural, ancient medication, education, films
and televisions, sports, administration, yoga, museum,
cooperation on business exchange between states and
cities . But once it involves border and ocean, Asian
nation and China are during a war against one another
.China desires management over sure elements of
Asian nation region that they thought-about as there,
consist conflict within the North – East region,
Ladhak region, India’s making its influence over the

South China Ocean, Indian Ocean. China through its
String of Pearls and One Belt and Road Initiative is
attempting to encircle India nation from all aspect and
victimization Asian nation as a weapon in its war
against India. Asian nation jewellery of diamond may
be a direct war against China’s string of pearls.
Constant Tension between the 2 countries across the
border region has affected the trade relation between
the 2 countries, wherever Asian nation earlier use to
supply most trade gain to China through China import
.In fact in 2019 China has hooked up Asian nation
40,000 time victimization cyber terror.
Research Methodology
For the purpose of this exploration, I have used a
amalgamation of two of the archetypical social
sciences research tools application– as they are
authentic and brilliant method to assemble statistics
from multiple appellant in an methodical and
convenient way. Questions were asked to the common
youth, survey, interviews –consisting of several
interrogations which were dispersed among
representative of each contender group.
Objective of the Research Paper
The main areas of exploration in this paper
incorporates
1. Understanding India China relations
2. India and China growing border dispute.
3. How India is dealing with the China issue
4. What is the way forward for India?
Literature Review
India and China have has cordial relations for
more than 2000 years. The traditional Silk Road not
only served as a route for trade but also promoted the
spread of Buddhism from India to China. Modern
relationship between the two countries started in 1950
when India was amongst the first country to recognise
the People’s Republic China as the legitimate
government of Mainland China .Tibet served as a
buffer zone between India and China, India regarded
the Chinese forceful occupation of Tibet as an act of
aggressive while China considered India‘s posture as
an interference in the internal affairs of the People’s
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Republic of China. China did not accept the Mc
Mohan line as the legal delineation between India and
China, it was a demarcation agreed upon between
erstwhile British Raj and Tibet. In 1959 China
claimed 104,000km of territory over which India’s
map were showing clear sovereignty and demanded
rectification of the entire border .Unresolved border
dispute resulted in a war between India and China on
20 October, 1962 and China pushed the India forces
to within 48 Km of the Assam Plains in the northeast
and also occupied strategic points in Ladakh , in 1967
, there were two skirmishes between Indian and
Chinese force in Sikkim , the first was the Nathu La
incident and the second was the Chola incident where
exchange of heavy fire took place at the Sikkim
outpost. In 1987 India granted statehood to Arunachal
Pradesh which further caused both the side to deploy
new troops to the area, causing tension and fears of
new border .China does not accept Arunachal Pradesh
as part of China ad call it part of South Tibet . The
term Line of Actual Control (LAC) gained legal
recognition after the Sino-India border agreements
signed in 1993 and 1996 . The 1996 agreements
states that no activity shall overstep the Line of Actual
Control .Both the countries have their own
interpretation of the delineation of the LAC on the
ground as there is no clear demarcation of the
boundaries thereby leading to errors of perception and
understanding of previous agreement . In 2013 May ,
the Daulat Beg Odli incident, a three week standoff
between India and Chinese troops took place along
the Line of Actual Control . The Chumar Incident
September 2014 , Chumar is an area 300 km northeast
of leh , bordering Himachal Pradesh . China has since
long been trying to reduce India ‘s control over that
region . Demchuk incident : Demuchuk is the area
where LAC ends and IB starts and also the area where
Indus River enters into India from China . The
Dokhlam Crisis , the incident took place in 2017
,Chinese troops entered the Indian Territory in the
Sikkim sector and jostled with the Indian army
personnel guarding the Sino-Indian Frontiers , beside
destroying two bunkers .The Indian troops formed a
human wall against the Chinese personnel to prevent
them from advancing further into the Indian Territory.
Findings

Coming to the Dokhlam crisis, the main
reason was India’s objection to China building a road
in the Sikkim Sector of the border .The Indian state of
Sikkim share its border with three countries, Bhutan
in the East, Nepal in the West and China in the North.
The road construction of China in question was a
stretch of road near narrow tri-junction where Sikkim,
Bhutan and China meet.

In May 2020, China started increasing military near
Galwan Valley, LAC in Galwan valley was never
disputed china entered 3km and later claimed that is
their territory ,Crops commander level tasks were
held for negotiations and it was decided buffer zone
will be created between both the sides of LAC and
junction of Shyok and Galwan river to avoid any face
off , the armies were to move back by one km , When
Col Santosh Babu was monitoring the process noticed
that Chinese camps was still there and he went to get
it removed which resulted in fight 20 Indian soldiers
were martyred and around 23 Chinese soldiers were
killed , this was the first time since 1962 that soldiers
died in clashes ,
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Post Galwan India took strict economic
measures by banning 59 apps including TikTok
.Galwan Valley was also the flashpoint during the
1962 war since then China is trying to alter LAC and
occupy Galwan Valley , it has strategic significance
for India because last year India completed

construction of DSDBO road which is lifeline for
Indian troops deployed Dault beg oldi which is close
to Karakoram pass through which the CPEC joins
China with Pakistan via POK .DBO is world’s highest
airstrip built during the 1962 war.

Coming to Pangong Lake, Chinese intense its
preparation of troops and instrumentation across
Pangong Lake, there area unit mountains spurs that
area unit coming back down towards lake as finger
and these geographical locations area unit said as
Fingers. There are unit total eight fingers, Asian
nation accustomed do patrol from Finger one to finger

eight , whereas China told Asian nation to Limit to F4
.the dispute started once China created bunkers and
tents between F3 and F4 to forestall Indian patrolling
additional four .The Indian troops resorted to
aggressive patrolling in these area unit .the dispute
passed off at the northern bank of Pangong Lake.
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Disengagement talks control each at
diplomatic and military level, however no answer
yielded .On 29/30 August, Indian army vulnerable
the Chinese movements via police investigation
devices and occupied dominating heights on the
Southern Bank of Pangong Lake and captured
Blacktop region before the Chinese
Nearly two-third of the lake is controlled by China
with around forty five klick beneath Indian
management, the animal product running north-south
cuts the western a part of the lake, aligned east-west.
China and Asian nation has unsettled borders and also
the perception of the animal product differs. The
North bank was one amongst the 2 points is jap
Ladakh that saw friction in early could that crystal
rectifier to square off. On 5th may, 2020 five to six
troops were concerned in violent hand at hand fights
tho' Chinese troopers were armed with roads and nail
–studded batons .India has historically had a stronger
presence within the Southern Bank compared to the
north bank attributable to its proximity to areas like
Chushul and Rezang la.
Incursions from China continues despite
protests and meeting by Asian nation .China has
extremely developed surface and sir communication
facilities right along the Tibetan Autonomous Region,
particularly opposite Arunachal Pradesh and is within
the method of getting ready a dozen additional
airfields in Asian nation .Indian facet on the opposite
hand is very beneath developed with troublesome
piece of land and thus build up movement and
reinforcement of troops can take time.
Due to COVID -19 disasters, China doesn't
wish to lift city issue verbally, Asian nation has
recently signed a written agreement with Australia on
defence provision. China is pissed off over speedy
infrastructure development by Asian nation within the
recent times, particularly the DSDBO road , China
has objection to Asian nation article 370 annulment
because of that it had been divided from the states of
Jammu and geographical region. China is getting
ready the bottom for claiming the portion of Ladakh
and need to portray Asian nation as a aggressor in
Jammu and geographical region and to create Ladakh
a global issue.

Way Forward
India has to maintain as assertive stance in
protruding the footprints , stress abundant be ordered
on patrolling and police investigation victimisation
satellite and UAVs and battleground police
investigation , we want to strengthen our military and
deploy additional individuals within the border
region, preparation of strategic assets . reducing trade
with China utterly isn't simple, boycotting major
product and that we may also scrutinize different
countries like South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, America
and Europe, moving towards independent for
enhancing the domestic business additionally. Both
China and Asian nation area unit a part of several
International forums like G20, SCO and BRICS .Over
the years China has blocked India’s position at major
places like at international organization, obstruction
India’s bid for permanent member in UNSC .It has
blocked India’s stance at label Masood Azhar as a
worldwide terrorist. China is obstructing India’s entry
into NSG citing and serving to Asian country in
raising geographical region issue at international
organization. Indian defence ministry is attempting to
scale back tension between the 2 countries. Webinar
are being crystal rectifier between completely
different Defence organizations in Asian nation on the
way to count the China issue. Asian nation is
increasing its relations with different countries to
scale back trade dependence on China and increase
relations with different countries to counter China.
Conclusion
Since 1962 the border conflict between Asian
nation and China as amplified, on the mountains
region , Asian nation and China area unit having
border conflict from the North east region to
Himachal Pradesh . A line of management has been
drawn many another times still China tries to connect
on the region. Asian nation and China growing
tension is felt across the planet ,with China
management over the South China ocean , several
countries have move to support Asian nation .In fat to
counter China influence in several elements trilateral
and quadrilateral teams have shaped by completely
different countries .China thought it’s BRI project is
gaining support from countries particularly Asian
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country, Pakistan reciprocally helps China in
war against Asian nation and visa-versa .China string
of pearls has additionally helped to regulate major
trade area unit as that are of importance to Asian
nation. This China and Asian nation area unit during a
battleground that is changing into a global issue
currently.
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